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L'INSTITUT
321 PERFORM
The 321 PERFORM Institute is a training 
center whose expertise is put to the benefit 
of the development of professional pilots. By 
integrating the Institute after having 
established their needs profile, the pilots 
will follow the development program 
dedicated to them. Arrived at maturity, the 
drivers will make career in F1, LMP1, WRC 
Rally ... like Sebastien OGIER, Esteban 
OCON, Sacha FENESTRAZ trained 100% at 
321 PERFORM.

Continuing schooling is essential for the young pilot and allows him to:

Acquire the necessary structure and openness throughout the sporting and professional career

Acquire the social values   of group life: respect, listening, honesty, involvement in group life

Develop working methods and skills for life

Learn to learn

321 PERFORM  ACADEMY is

Classes in small numbers to ensure the individualization of the schooling of 
each student and offers a personalized educational approach.

The school program established by the Ministry of National Education.

Special teachers (recognized by the Ministry) present for help and support 
students for courses and methods of national learning.

The possibility of continuing learning during travel thanks to the E-School 
program.

Young pilots study in a work environment where discipline, respect, 
commitment, involvement and positivism prevail



Scientist, personalized to the driver and specific to the sport self. The 
development method is PATENTED. More than 400 top level pilots, 15 
years of experience and research for driver performance development

Detection Center
321 PERFORM is a talent detection and training 
center partner of:

Training and Preparation Center

1- Preparation and physical and mental development
 
2- Development of specific points and specific to driving, determinants 
for performance: physical (endurance, strength, energy ...), specific (grip 
sensation, concentration, analysis, pressure management, resistance to 
fatigue and stress ...)
 
3- Driving on various circuits near the Institute and on simulators ...
 
4- Work with Driving Coach; engineers...
 
5- The 321 PERFORM Institute and the sports medicine center of the 
Franco-Spanish Hospital in Puigcerda join forces to provide medical care 
throughout the year;
 
6- The 321 PERFORM Institute is also involved in research projects with 
INSERM and MEDES SPATIAL Clinic.



Driver career development

1. School
 
2. Maximize the qualities of the young driver (the earlier the care is taken, the better the results) and the detection
 
Implementation of the performance building system:
 
3. Tests, balance sheets and profiles
 
4. Pilot development and career plan
 
5. Simulation,
 
6. Track driving
 
7. Possibility of race tracking thanks to a unique tool in the world: the 321 PERFORM RACE CENTER
 
8. Management pole: career building, networks, highlighting drivers,
 
9. Sponsors search
 
10. Relations with manufacturers, help with detection
 
11. Communication center: communication officer, communication and media school, development of communication 
media



Coaching
Whatever the moment of life of the pilot, the support is total and permanent ...

 
Young drivers are housed in a gite near the 321 PERFORM Institute. 

The pilots are supported by the Institute: shuttles, airport transfers, meals, training, private teachers ...
The meals are taken in the lodging allowing the dietary, specific and effective follow-up: the menus have a 

nutritional value of quality and adapt to the needs of the young pilots.

Adapted schooling:
meet the 3 sport high level requirements

Respect the youth's ecosystem in terms of schooling but also future champion
 
The schedules allow to meet the requirements of quality, physical and mental training as well as the schedule of the 
races and tests.
The educational contents are the programs of the Ministry of National Education. Students
prepare the same diplomas as in a classical course.
 
Accompanied by the CNED and individual teachers present daily, the young pilots develop their learning.
 
A specific individualized calendar will be established for each student in order to set objectives to be achieved 
during 870 hours of courses scheduled throughout the year and take into account the physical and mental 
preparation as well as the calendar of the races of the pilot.
 
The reduced workforce allows:
1. an individualized and efficient follow-up
2. optimal motivation of the child
3. Original and adapted learning methods
 
The E-School system allows the continuity of lessons during many trips.

Integration at the Academy

To integrate the 321 PERFORM SPORT STUDIES ACADEMY a minimum average of 13/20 and
good reviews and validation of our tests are needed.
For this purpose, the institute 321 PERFORM sets up an admission test to keep only the best profiles 
and ensure a homogeneous and elitist group.
 
Strict rules of procedure based on respect, honesty, sense of work,



Our references

ESTEBAN  OCON

Pilot Mercedes

TATIANA  CALDERON

Pilot Sauber

PASCAL  WERHLEIN

Pilot Sauber

ALEXANDER  ALBON

Pilot Toro Rosso

OLIVER  ROWLAND

Pilot Nissan

TATIANA  CALDERON

Pilot Citroën DS

PASCAL  WERHLEIN

Pilot Mahindra Racing



Our references

DORIAN  BOCCOLACCI

 

JUAN  MANUEL  CORREA

 

TATIANA  CALDERON

 

SACHA  FENESTRAZ

 

DAN  TICKTUM

 

YIFEI  YI

 

MAX  FEWTRELL

 



Our references

 

SEBASTIEN  OGIER

Pilot Citroën

ESEPEKKA  LAPPI

Pilot Citroën

CRAIG  BREEN

Pilote Citroën

LAURENT  PELLIER

Pilot Peugeot

CATTIE  MUNNINGS

Pilot Peugeot

STEPHANE  PETERHANSEL

Pilot Rallye Raid

JENSEON  BUTTON

Pilot SMP Racing

GABRIEL  AUBRY

Pilot DC Racing

JOSE  MARIA  LOPEZ

Pilot Toyota Racing

EGOR  ORUDZHEV

Pilot SMP Racing

MATTHIEU  VAXIVIERE

Pilot TDS Racing

MATHIAS  BECHE

Pilot Rebellion Racing

AND OTHERS MORE 100 PILOTS.. .



A privileged setting in the heart of the Pyrenees

 

- Olympic city recognized by champions and international teams worldwide for its air quality (recovery is 3.5 times 
faster) and the quality of its sports facilities
 
- 42 medalists at the last Olympic Games trained at Font Romeu
 
- A site of exceptional preparation, real haven of peace to stay focused on his work.
 
- Font Romeu and Cerdanya offer a calm and healthy environment to enjoy the benefits of altitude. Indeed, the 
oxygen is of better quality and the construction of the red blood cells and the hematocrit are stimulated.
 
- Thanks to the 320 days of sunshine a year, the site is an exceptional playground where all the activities of the 
mountain setting

A LAND OF CHAMPIONS
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2 route de las Devese

66120 EGAT
FRANCE

E-Mail : 321perform@orange.fr

Tél : +33 (0)9 81 85 79 10


